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Starmans and Bloom ([1]; henceforth S&B)
argue that research on the centrality of
morality in people’s intuitions about per-
sonal identity does not reveal much about
people’s notions of personal identity
(whether an individual is the same person
at timea and timea+1), but only something
about their notions of similarity (howmuch
the person at timea shares properties with
the person at timea+1). We agree with S&B
that it is important to distinguish between
these constructs but disagree with their
conclusion. Here we briefly review evi-
dence that judgments regarding personal
identity following a change in moral char-
acter cannot be explained by a mere (dis)
similarity account.

First, consider their thought experiment:
‘Suppose that when Bob was 20, he was
the nicest of people. Generous, kind to ani-
mals – a real mensch. But then Bob experi-
enced a profound moral transformation,
and he turned into a terrible person: mean,
selfish, psychopathic, a man who robs
stores and kicks dogs.’ Now, invert their
thought experiment: ‘Suppose that when
Bobwas20,hewasaterribleperson:mean,
selfish, psychopathic, a man who robs
stores and kicks dogs. But then Bob expe-
rienced a profound moral transformation,
and he turned into the nicest of people.
Generous, kind to animals – a realmensch.’
Comparing this moral improvement sce-
nario to the moral deterioration scenario
offered by S&B, we see that the magnitude
of change is the same (i.e., dissimilarity is
equated). Nonetheless, we and others con-
sistently find that in such improvement sce-
narios people say that Bob is still the same

person (reviewed in [2]). Why? Because
people believe that Bob’s true self, his
essence, consists of the morally good traits
(e.g., [3,4]). Thus, when Bob undergoes
significant moral improvement, people
believe thathisgoodessencehasemerged,
that he has ‘found himself’. But when Bob
undergoes significant moral deterioration,
people believe that he is no longer there.
Furthermore,we findviamediationanalyses
that participants’ judgments of similarity
between such cases do not explain identity
judgments, whereas beliefs about amorally
good essence do [5].

Second, we disagree that people in these
experiments aremerely speaking colloqui-
ally when they agree that the person is no
longer present. When Phineas Gage’s
head was penetrated by a tampering iron,
his family said he was ‘no longer Gage’ [6].
Presumably they were not just casually
indicating that he was no longer a nice
guy, but really did feel that the person they
knewand lovedwasno longerpresent.The
same goes for patients who have under-
gonesignificantneurodegeneration [7].We
think that their relatives are saying more
than just that their loved one has under-
gone a big psychological change. Rather,
they are picking out something deeper:
despite there still being a superficial physi-
cal presence, this seems to be just a shell
that is no longer inhabited by the person
who they came to know and love.

Third, regarding passports, birthdays,
and taxes, we think it is important to dis-
tinguish between personal identity and
legal identity [8]. Even if people have the
sense that someone is no longer the
same person, the superficial character-
istics of the person pertaining to their legal
identity remain the same. At the very least,
there continues to be a body with the
same perceptual abilities, occupying the
same spatiotemporally continuous path,
with the same indisputable physical birth-
date and history. So in one superficial

sense, people are forced to admit, as a
Capgras patient might even admit, that
the ‘person’ is still there. But in another
sense – the sense that counts for per-
sonal identity – people cannot shake the
feeling that the person they know is gone.

Finally, people’s beliefs about a good true
self appear to be a form of psychological
essentialism (PE) (reviewed in [2]), which
has previously been linked to category
membership and identity using precisely
the sorts of studies that S&B recommend
(e.g[55_TD$DIFF][56_TD$DIFF]., [9,10]). An important propertyof PE is
that removing an entity’s seemingly essen-
tial characteristics is more disruptive to its
identity than removing its seemingly
peripheral characteristics. This is exactly
the pattern observed in recent experi-
ments: removing morally good traits leads
to a larger sense of disruption to personal
identity comparedwithother kindsof traits,
including morally bad traits of an equal
magnitude. Furthermore, beliefs about a
good true self show various hallmarks of
PE [11]. People believe that morally good
traits are innate and cross-temporally sta-
ble, that there is a boundary separating the
self-essence fromother aspects of theself,
and that self-essences have non-obvious
properties and are diagnostic of what is
true about an individual. Finally, like other
documented effects of PE, the good true
self belief seems tooperate similarly across
cultural and individual differences [12]. To
our minds, the most parsimonious inter-
pretation of these various findings is that
people believe that moral goodness is the
fundamental quality that defines the per-
son. Eliminate this quality, and you elimi-
nate the person.
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If You Become Evil,
Do You Die?
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De Freitas et al. [1] agree with us about the
importance of distinguishing between per-
sonal identity and similarity. We agree with
them that individuals can be obliterated
through severe neurodegeneration and
the like: as we put it in our original article
[2], ‘There are cases . . . where it may be
thought that a person ceases to exist while
their body survives, as in severedementia.’
[3]. Finally, we share an appreciation of
research on the notion of a morally good
true self (indeed, one of us is a coauthor on
the first paper on the topic).

However, our disagreement is a major
one. We think that when someone
becomes immoral, people see them as
undergoing a substantial transformation.
[63_TD$DIFF]But the person does not cease to exist;
we think the answer to the question ‘If you
become evil, do you die?’, is plainly ‘no’.
The arguments made by De Freitas et al.
suggest that they think that the answer is
‘yes’. They argue that moral goodness is
seen as intrinsic to a person’s existence:
‘Eliminate that quality, and you eliminate
the person’. If Bob loses his goodness,
they say, then ‘people believe he is no
longer there’.

For them, this follows from the true self
findings they review [4–6]. This research
explores what people see as the most
important, essential, or central features of
an individual. [64_TD$DIFF]But we see this as being
distinct from the project of determining
the features that lead individuals to persist
over time. There is a world of difference
between thinking that the most important,
essential, or central feature of Bob is his
kindness, and thinking that if Bob were to
lose his kindness, he would cease to exist.

De Freitas et al. point out that true self
research reveals an asymmetry – it is seen
as more of a change when someone goes
from good to bad than when someone
goes from bad to good [4–7]. We agree,
and indeed we are happy to endorse their
own account of this, which is that when
someone becomes good, people believe
that this reflects the influence of an
already existing true self and is thus less
of a transformation. [65_TD$DIFF]However, none of this
is a challenge to our view that these trans-
formations preserve personal identity.

On a minor point, De Freitas et al. also
insist that we take literally the language
people use to describe dramatic moral
changes. They argue that when Gage
was described as ‘no longer Gage’,
‘presumably [Gage’s family] were not just
casually indicating that he was no longer a

nice guy’. We agree that there is nothing
casual here about this type of statement –
brain damage is serious business – and
presumably the family meant something
broader, akin to ‘Gage no longer has the
important traits that we’ve always associ-
ated with him’. [66_TD$DIFF]But we see this as similar
to saying, ‘I’m just not myself today’,
which obviously cannot be meant literally,
and illustrates that we typically use this
type of language to talk about changes,
not obliteration.

Finally, we agree that it is important to
distinguish between personal and legal
identity; there are cases where a legal
notion (ownership, consent, culpability)
is different from the psychological one.
However, legal identity is at least partially
based on intuitions about personal iden-
tity. As a science fiction example, imagine
that Bob dies and his body is donated to
science. Fred, sound of mind but poor of
body, has his brain transplanted into
Bob’s body. In this case we would
certainly assign the person who looks like
Bob – the body that used to be Bob’s – a
new name and a new legal identity. Why
then do we not do this when a person
becomes immoral? We believe, in this
type of case, that nobody thinks there
is a numerically different person. Instead,
the perception is that there is one person
who has changed dramatically.

We conclude with some street corner
experimental philosophy, asking our
readers this: have you ever encountered
someone, either in real life or in fiction,
who started off good and then become
immoral? If so, did the person then
disappear? Did their body become a
shell, now occupied by a different individ-
ual? We take it that the answer is ‘no’. De
Freitas et al. might say that we are being
unfair – they are not saying that individuals
who become immoral literally cease to
exist. But we do not know how else to
interpret their strong claims, such as
‘eliminate the person’ and ‘he is no longer
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